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The Problem of Inductive Inference•
By JERZY NEYMAN
Stati1tical Laboratory, University of California, Buk.U,-

PART I. GENERAL IDEAS
1. Introduction.
The words "inductive inference" in the title of the subject on which I was
il1\·ited to speak, are used as a "prescientific concept" (Carnap) referring to all
attempts at practical utilization of the results of observati9n. The nature of
indurtive inference, the posible ways of making the concept precise and of
constructing its consistent theory have been the subject of a number of penetrating studies. The two latest are due to Rudolf Carnap [1] and R. B. Braithwaite [2]. Both authors devote a substantial amount of space to the ideas that
prevail in most of the current statistical literature and, in particular, t<> the
logical system which originated a quarter of a century ago out of my joint work
with Egon S. Pearson. It is not unnatural that some of our ideas are preaented
by the two authors in a manner different from our own, at least different from
the one that I would use now. In some cases, and this applies particularly
to Professor Carnap's work, the differences are quite substantial and suggest
that my previous writinge must have been insufficiently clear. As a result,
when Professor Carnap criticizes some attitudes which he repre..~nts as consistent with my point of view, I readily join him in his criticism without, however, accepting the responsibility for the criticired paragraphs.
The purpose of the present paper is, then, to make another attempt at a
consistent presentation of the system of ideas that underly the sections of the
theory of statistics for which I am at least partly responsible. In the aecond
part of the paper these ideas are illustrated on the particular problem of homogenei ty of neutral V-particlen'l.
The point. of view presented is substantially closer to that of Braithwaite
than to that of Ca.rnap. For this reason, and for the sake of brevity, most of
the references given in the text will be addressed to Carnap's work, particularly
to the points on Khich there is disagreement.. An additional reason for this
selection of material is that real progress in clarifyiug a situation is more frequently ac.;hieved by constructively dis1:ussing the existing differences of opinion
rather than by emphasizing points on which there is a complete harmony.
*This paper was prepared with the support of th::: Office of Ordnance Re&P.,arch, U.S
Arm y under Contract DA-04-200-0RD-I 71.
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2. Common Bui. /or Discwaion
NOD-dopn&tic 9Cientific diecussion iJJ possible only if the discuSB&nts agree
on a COIDDlon prell'lliae. In the present case, a suitable platform on which there
&ppe&rs to be complete agreement is described by Carnap both at the beginning
a.nd at the '"e!'Y end of his book. This is to the effect that a theory originates
frcn "a body d cenerally accepted but more or less vague beliefs" expressed in
tAlm'9 of "°~ concepts." "We call the given concept (or the term used for
itj the ~m, and the exact concept proposed to take the place of the
fim (or the tenn propoBed for it) the erplicalum · · · . The explicatum must
be «H-efl by ex:plicit rule11 for its uae, for example, by a definition which incorporates it into a well constructed Hystem of scientific either logicomathematie&J or mipirieal conceptli." These general remarks are illustrated by
~ of wbicb we quote tbeJollowing:

"For eu.r,8ple, Eudid':a m1Jm sy•m of geometry WM a rational reconBtruetion of the belief@ ~ ,e patial relations · · ·"
•
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T-0 the
lrritief, 'tle·:~ p888&ge8 illwrt,rate the opinion that the
general domain of humuf ~t may be 'uaefully dhrideci into two broad
sphetes, that oC preacie0titie ,i nex&d "c0neiepts and vague belief•, the sphere of
1
1
' eqiicand&• on the one ha:Dd, and that of ''exact concepts" or ''explicata" on
\he other hand. The second sphere, ~ content8 of which constitute science,
~a.tee from the first but .·iB ·e88elliially different. Clarity of discussion re·quUes a liharp del~eation between these two spheres of thought and continuous
vililance ap;inst confusion. For1.he aa.ke of ease in reference the first sphere of
tltwght will be c&JW "phenomenal'' and the second "conceptual."

3. A.pptaent Source o/ DUa.greement with Rudolf Carnap
Such differences u exist between ProfeMor Carnap's theory and the ideas
ti the present writer appear to stein out of an inequality in the emphasis w.e
pJace on the requirement thAt the two spheres of thought, the phenomenal and
,. ._conceptual be ·carefully di8tinguished. This difference in emphasis may be
iDowtrate<l by passages in Camap's paragraph 42 in which he diacll88e8 the various
~ W&.YI' of interpreting statements about probabilities.

' -SUppoee X asserts , the follmfing statement: (13) 'The probability of
&n ace with this die is 0.15.'
"We want to detennine 'in ~ch sense thiB 1'tatement is meant by X. Here,
ae dten, it ill not a.dvisable to aak direct questions like (i) 'What do you mean?' or
(ii) 4Wlmt ·.....rung does the word 'probability' have for you?' We ask instead:
(iii) ~'Wha.t ia tlae basis for your 'ueertion T' (iv) 'What obeervations led you to
the value 11tated'?' The frequenti.Bt8 emphasize the fact · · · therefore, in order
to fit ow ex~ to this co~ption, let us &88Wile that X aW1w~rs as follows:
(14) 'I have
l,000 thrOWI with this die, of which 150 yielded an ace; no
other result. of throwa with this die are known to me.'

thmwiD&
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"The frequentists will be inclined to take this answer
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Thereafter, a few more explanation~, similar to (14), are suggested as
possible answers of a "frequentist," eventually le&ding to
"(19) 'There ia a high probability, with respect to the evidence (14) for the
prediction that the relative frequency of aces in a long series of future throws
";th this die will lie within an interval around 0.15 · · · .'
"Both (19) and (20) are statements of inductive logic."

If I am allowed to speak for the "frequentist", I would explain that every
answer attributed by Carnap to the individual X is based on a confmion of the
phenomenal and the conceptual spheres of thought. Without such confUBion,
and a,Ssuming that the word "probability" in question (13) represents the
"explicatum" and not the vague "explica.ndum," the proper answen to question
(iii) appear to be
A(iii) Either "because this value of the probability i8 a datum in a problem
assigned to me" or "because th~ value 0.15 was obtained u a solution of a
probabilistic problem &>Signed to me with numerical conditions."

To illustrate the point it may be useful to refer to the a.nalogy with Euclidean
geometry. Speaking in terms of this geometry (as distinguished from surveying)
.. the only basis for the assertion that the di.stance between two points ll3 equal to
<lllity (or to any other specified number) is either that this number is included
in data for a problem or that it is an outcome of calculations within the framework of Euclidean geometry, based on some other numerical data in a specified
problem. For example, thi8 problem may be:
Datum: (a) In a triangle ABC the sides AB and AC are equal; (b) the
angle BAC is 90 degrees; (c) the length of the side BC is equal to the square
root of 2.
Question: 'Vhat is the common length of AB and AC?

Answer: Unity.
As to the question (iv) the proper answer appears to be:

A(iv). So long as we deal with the exact concept of probability, no observations are capable of producing the value of a given probability.
Further, always trying to speak for a hypothetical "frequentist," I would
attempt to answer the questions (i) and (ii).
A(i) . By the brief statement (13) relating to a real, phenomenal die, I
mean that, when faced with a practical problem of a series of t~ including
one or more throws with this die (there may be other trials) I choo8e to treat
this problem on the basis of the theory of probability (based on Kolmogoroff's
system of axioms) wi.ih the value of the probability of throwing an ace equal to
0.15. In other words, I hope that the outcome of my computations so conducted
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will be approximately comparable to the outcome of the real experiments. In
still other word8, I expect that in actual throws with the die concerned, the
frequencies of various outcomes will behave, approximately, as implied by tl;ie
theory.
It may be U8eful to compare this answer with the one that would be forthcuning to an amJogous question relating to Euclidean geometry combined with
Newtonian mechanics.
Suppose X is engaged in cosmologies.I studies and asserts that the
0
Euclidean-Newtonian" distance D between the 8Uil a.nd the center of the
duster of galaxies in the conBtellation of Boote.s is 450 million light years. The
proper interpretation al this assertion is that, faced with some particular problem
involving D, the individual X intends to use Euclidean geometry and N ewtoni&n
mechani<E and to base hill calculations on D = 450 X 10', and hopes that the
wtcomftl of ~ ca1culatiom will not be too inconsistent with others bMed on
aimilar prem.ises.

A(ii). In answering question (ii), always assuming that the word "probability" is used as a.n exact concept, I would ~er to the axioms of Kolmogoroff
and/ or to the relevant discUMion of Braithwaite. In either cMe the exact
concept cl probability will &ppear inapplicable to any epecified phenomenal die.

_\

It wiU be noticed that, if inetead of referring to probability ri throwing an
ace, BMertion (13) referred to the estimate of.this probability, then the answers
to all the questions diseUMed would have been entirely different.
'·

I

4. Theory of Inductive Inference Belong• to Conceptual

Sphere of Thought
If one insists on consistency and on discriminating between the phenomenal
and the eonttptU&l spheres of thought, then every theory of "inductive inference"
or, in order to avoid the use of a term that may lead to misundentandinga, every
tlwwy of utilization of observational data must be a system entm.ly induded
-."'ithin the conceptual sphere of thought. Thus, prior to any diw~on based
oo a theory of inductive inference and having some reference to phenomena, a
u.eorizing 8tep must be taken in order to substitute for the r i>henomena a.n
appropriate conceptual counterpart. In other words, a str..<~t application of
uy theory of inductive inference can be made only on the gr<NJtd ci a theoreti~
model of some phenomena, not on the ground of the phenomeru. themselves.
The phenomena selected for this purpose may be of difrerent kinds. Onr
pollfllibility is, and this is used in my work [3, 4], to restrict the considerations t-0
the f~uentJy o~rved phenomena of stability of relative f requenc~ of resulu
of repeated utria.ls." In this car,e the theory of probability based on the axiome
of Kolmogoroff provides a convenient mathematical model. Another poasibility,
used by R. Carnap [l], B. 0. Koopman [5], Bruno de Finetti (6), and L . .J. Savage
[7], is that o{ psychological phenomena connected with interutitie8 of belief, or
readine81!! to bet specified 8U.1Bs, etc. There may be others.
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However, whatever the choice of the phenomena, the conclusions of a consistent theory of inductive inference will alway8 be applicable within the mathematical modelB of these phenomena and not within the domains of the
phenomena themselves. Since, in many in.st&neee, the phenomena rather than
their models are the subject of scientific intel'el!!t, the transfer to the phenomena
of an inductive inference reached within the model must he something like this:
granting that the model M of phenomena P is adequate (or valid, or satisfactory.
etc.) the conclusion reached within M applies to P.

5. The Theory of Statistia aa the "FrequemiM' •" ThMn-y of
Inductive Inference
The last half century has been marked by a swing of all sciences towards
ndeterminism. Briefly, this tendency ma.y be summarized as follows.
'\\'Tith many phenomena it appears difficult, if not impoMible, to coil!truct
models in which all the particular quantities intervene as single valued functions
of Rome specified arguments. That it!, it is difficult to coD.Btruct models of this
kind that are anywhere near comparable to the phenomena in queBtion. Furthermore, in many cases, instead of knowing the exact value of X ch&racterizing
a. phenomenon in given circumstances, it appears sufficient to know l&ow frequentl,y
a phenomenon of this kind is characterized by X = 1, how frequently it is
characterized by X = 2, etc. For th.is reason, instead of continuing their
efforts to coMtruct models (deterministic modelB) in which all the quantities
like X are treated as sure functions of certain argumentB, scientist.a have embarked on a multitude of model.8 (stochastic or indeterministic models) in which
at least some of the intervening quantities are treated ae random variables.
Many of the models so constructed appear to be in excellent agreement with the
actual phenomena and, in addition, offer a great deal of esthetic satisfaction.
The frequentist's theory of inductive inference, called either the theory of
inductive behavior, or the theory of statistical decision functiona, or, more
simply, the modern theory of statistics, is mea.nt for application in all those ca.see
where a stochastic model has been adopted to represent a given class of phenomena. Problems of this theory are many and of varying difficulty and importance. In the present section a single example must suffice.
Use the letter P to denote phenomena of a certain category and the letter
M to denote the stochastic model adopted to represent P . Asaume that certain
practical actions connected with P depend upon the vs.Jue of an unknown number
8 characterizing P . For example, P may denote the phenomenon of (i) the
h&cterial contamination of the domestic water supply in a city and (ii) ol testing
this water by bacteriologists. The unknown 8 may stand for the average number
of given bacteria per unit volume of water. If the value of 8 is small, the water
is fit for domeiitic use. OtherwiBe, the water must be subjected to decontamination (e.g. by adding chlorine) the indicated inteDBity of which must be adjusted
to the v&lue of 8.
The model M may p05tulate that at any given moment the bacteria are
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PoiMon-distributed in the water so that the number X of bacteria. in a sample
to be taken from this water (sample of unit volume) is a random variable following
the familiar distribution of Poisson.
Problems of modern statistical theory arise from the concurrence of the
following conditi008:
(a) A practical situation forces the selection of an action a regarding the
phenomena P.
(b) ThiB action is to be selected out of a given set A of possible actions.
(c) The relative desirability of any given action in the set A depends on
the value of a number I cha.racterizing P.
(d) Thie number 8 ia unknown.
(e) Within the stochastic model M of the phenomena P the value of 8
cha.racterizes the distribution of the observable random variables X.

In the present example, thiB quantity X may be the number of bacteria in
a aample taken from the total water supply. (In actual practice the observable
variable is different, namely the number of fertil6 samples of a given size.) AB
postulated, X is a Poisson variable with expectation equal to 8.
The .statistical problem coMiste in determining a function f(X) that could
sen~ a.s ·an appropriate estimate of 8, that is to say, that could serve for the
se*"tion of &n appropriate action with respect to the phenomena P.
In certain cases, the model M implies that the parameter e is itself a random
variable with a specified distribution. In other cases, the Btochastic element
involved in the model M is limited to the randomness of the variables X, and
e ~ tre&ted aB an unknown constant. The nature of the statistical problem of
el!timatin1 8 depends very much on whether the model M treats fJ a.s a random
variable or not.
In the particular model of contamination of water with bacteria, the only
ra.ndom element is X = number of bacteria in a unit volume of waWI", and I is
an unknown conBtant. Taking into account the possible COllllieqUencee of
mieestimation of 8, one of the possible forms of the problem of esU&nation is u
lollowa:
(i) The estimate f(X) ii! required to have the property that, whatever be
the value of 8 > O~ the probability that /(X) will exceed I has at least a p~
assigned value a, close to unity,
(1)

P{f(X) ~ 6

I 8}

~ a.

If thia property is satisfied then, granting the valid.it~ of tJu model M, ~
may .be eure that in the IOng run the contamination of -.ter will be under~ted but very rarely~
(ii) Since overestimation al 8 is unpleasant, st least beeauae <J the obnoxious
taste of chlorinated water, we require from f(X) that if I' &e greater than the
actual value of I then
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be a minimum with respect to the cla.se of estimates satil!lfying (i).
The solution of th.is problem is easy and the function f(X) providee the
least upper bound of values of 8 assert.able with preservation of oondition (i).
If the factual situation justifies the substitution for the model M of another
model M*, in which not only X but also 8 is a random variable with a specified

distribution, then this additional datum is taken into account leading to another
estimate f*(X) of 6.
The point of th.is discussion and of th.is example is that the efforts of the
representatives of modern statistical theory are directed towardB solving problems
that depend only on the stochastic model of the phenomena studied and on
nothing else. Thus, the practical applicability of the solution reached within the
model depends solely upon the adequacy of the model. Another essential point
is that the solution reached is always unambiguously interpretable in tenna of
long range relative frequencies.
1
Returning to the comparison with the nonfrequentist theory of inductive
inference it could be said that, if the solution of any problem in this theory is
reached using certain elements that would not be usable in the frequentist
theory, then the relation between the solution and the relevant phenomena is
different than that just described. Specifically, if a problem of induction regarding phenomena P, for which there is a stochastic model ..._\./, is obtainable
both within the f requentist and with a nonf requentist theory of inductive
inference, and if the latter is based on some elements E outside of the model
M and, therefore, nonuse.ble in the frequentist theory, then, the correspondence
of the nonfrequentist solution and the phenomena Pis bound to be looser than
the correspondence between the frequentist s<>lution and the B&me phenomena.
The above general ideas will now be illastrated on· a particular problem
which may have independent interest.

PART II. PROB(,EM OF HOMOGENEITY OF
NEUTRAL V-PARTICLF.S
6. Phenomenon of Neutral V-Particles and the
Stochmtic Model of Their Decay
Recent issues of physical journals contain a considerable number of papers
[8, 9] given to the study of neutral V-particles. The description of the whole
phenomenon would be too long for the present paper and, therefore, we shall
limit ourselves to its particular aspect chosen to illustrate the general ideas
presented in the first pa.rt of the paper.
For each particular neutral V-pa.rticle that decays in the cloud chamber the
physicists are able to compute two numbers: t = the time interval between an
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appropriately selected origin and the moment of decay, and T, the time interval
between the same origin and the moment when the undecayed particle would
have escaped from obsen•ation (at least, reliable observation) by passing out
of view. In other words, T is the potential maximum period of time during
wbieh the decay of the particle could have been observed and recorded. Thus,
all the observations necessarily give 0 < t < T.
The empirical values of t and T vary from one particle to the next. This
variation is illustrated by the following data reproduced from a paper [8J by
D. I. Page &nd J. A. I\ewth . They refer to 26 particles observed by the authors
and classified as ~-particles. The authors are very cautious in indicating a
number of uncertainties relating to these data. However, for purposes of this
article, these uncert&intie.s wiJl be ignored an<l the figureR of Table I will be
tTe&ted u reflecting accuratRly the 26 separat.e phenomena of di8integration of
th~ neutral V-particles.
It is not impossible that some time in the future a theory will be constructed
which, using 80llle now llnl!\l8.pected premises, would lead to the calculation of
the time of decay of each individual particle . A theory of this kind would be
&nalogous to Newtonian celestial mechanics that can be used, for example, to
c&k-ulate the time of retum of each individual comet to the vicinity of the sun
&mi would represent a deterministic approach to the phenomenon of l'-particles.
To the present writer's knowledge no effort has been made, ~ : •' t, t.o treat the
decay of pa.rticlets deterministically, and it is doubtful whether this ever will be
seriously attempted.
TABLE I
Time of Decay and Potential Time of Ob~rvation of 26 l""'[ -Ps.rtid~

Particle
number

t - decay
time
(10-H 8eC.)

2

0.1
0.7

3

2.5

4

1.0
1.8
0.1
2 .5

l

6
6

i

k

i
ft;;:~~
•,:111···,·
..

10

11
J2
13

I. 6
2.8
2.2
1. g
0 .4
6 .2

-
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single p&dic}al.·.with the int.ent of

connecting
'9term.inistically with some other fact.on tb8 ·u,dividual times of their ~y,
we proceed indeterministie&lly &nd try to detiermiae' """" ~ particles of.
a given type decay within stated interva.la m time since their birth. The11e
frequencies of decay are, then, treated as cba.racteristiea of the particular type.
" particles.
AB a result of many studies, a particular atoch&etio model of radio&ctive
decay has become established, as described, for example, by Feller {1-0, 11].
Aooording to thi8 model, the time X cA decay of any particular particle is a
r&ndom variable wit,h exponential di8trihution
·
(3)

F:r(t) - P{X ~ "} -

l - ,-~·

0

for

~

t.

Formula (3) contains a parameter A, which we shall label the deQt\Y parameter. ThiB parameter, or iUI reciprocal I - >.-• tenned the "average life" of
the particle, characterizes the particular category to which the particle belongs.
The operational meaning of formula (3) ia that, if a considerable number
particles of the same category are observed, ea.ch for ,.ii indefinite time, then
the relative frequencies of decays occurring between arbitrary moment. ti < Ca
will be approximately equal to F z(ts) - F z('1).
In actual fact, the decay of a particle may be observed only if tJu. decay
occurs while the particle ill passing through tbe cloud cb&mber. Fm1.hermo~,
if a neutral V-particle fails to decay during its pe.ssage through the cloud chamber,
then thiB particle escapes detection altogether. On the other hand, a decay
occurring within the cloud chamber is observable and the ObeervatioruJ yield
not only the time t of decay but &leo the maximum time T within which the
decay could have been obl!erved.
·
In other words, the observatiODB yield the particular values
the random
variables X corresponding not to all particles pa88ing through the chamber, but
only for thOE!e for which X is less than the limit T ascertainable for each p&rticular
particle. It follows that the random variables, for which the particular values
are observable, do not follow the distribution cl the f onn (3) but it.a ,.truncated"
form

m

t-m

(4)

for

0

=t

t

:t T,

subject to the condition that 0 ~ X :i T.
In the following we will take formula (4) for granted and shall consider
certain problems of inductive inference (re&lly of inductive ~vior) that face
the physici.sUI studying neutral V-particles. One such problem, that of. estimating the value of the parameter A, was recently studied by Bartlett (12).
The observable variables contemplated by B&rtlett a.re exemplified by the
figures in Table I. In addition to postulating (4) with re8pect to each p&r.ticu.lar
particle, the main part of Bartlett's work postulates that the value cl the decay

--

-

-
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parameter A is the same for all the particles selected for the study. Our own
problem will be, so to speak, of an earlier character and will concern the hom~
geneity of particles with respect to their values of the para.meter >..

7. Problem of Homogeneity of Decaying Neutral

V-Partic~

In this Beetion we will visualize a physicist interested in the question
whether a particular method of classifying neutral V-particles leads to cl&Me8
homogeneous with respect to the decay parameter >. . His observational data
are of the character exemplified in Table I. Upon analyzing thMe data he may
adopt one of two possible a.ction.s: to consider his method of cla.ssification faulty
and look for refinemenU! which would permit the splitting of his original classes
of particles into some subclaeses. This may or may not lead to the discovery
CJl new types of particlee. Alternatively, the physicist may adopt the attitude
that his cla88e8 of particlm are homogeneous and, therefore, that his method
ol classification is satisfactory.
In statistical terminology the problem is as follows. A certain number of
mutually independent random variables X 1 , X 2 , • • • , X. ( = X) will be observed
&fld it is taken for granted that the i-th of them f°'lows a law characterized by
the distribution function of the type (4) with a known T = T, and with an
unknown value )., of tM decay parameter >.. The corresponding probability
density evaluated at X; = x is, •Y
{5)

0

~

x

~

T,.

We denote by Oo the set of hypotheses spttifyini particular values of thf: n
unknown parametel'8 X1 , ~ 2 , • • • , A. . We are particularly interested in lhe
fMheet of 0o characterized by the equ&li tiM

X1 - X1 == • · · ._ ).. .
~

logica.J sum ol theae hypothe.ses, to be denotOO by H .• it1 001' hypothesis
t.-ted. Our problem is to deduce a test ol H 0 which will have Ml ~Y interpre~optimum property. What is an optimum property is 8 Nbj~ve matter,
/..... tymg outside of the theory Q/ ata.tiBtics. Our own approach ii;. the fnillowing.
Denote by ~the eet ol .-tuplee x '"" (x 1 , x 2 , • • • , x.), w'ltia 0 ~ x, ~ T, ,
t ,,,, l, 2, · · · , n. This 8et will be called the sample space. w,. ~nize that
~ tiefi.nition of a method of tarting the hypothesis H" amounu to ~ definition
ri a .tmL.et w of ~, termed the eritical region, and to the ~on of the rule
to~ N, then and then only when the sample point X :c (.! . X 1 , · • • , X .. )
determined by the observations falls within w. Thus, "'-ha~ the optimal
property mthe desired test may be, this property can be treated M that of the
critical HCioo w. In order to define tJUs optimal property we shaH ron.sider d.e
condition&} probability PIX t v J H 0 l, civen that the hypotheas Ho is true,
that the Mm.pie point X will £a1t within w a-nd thua that the t.E>~t will reject H 11 •

r

. f.I
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Our first requirement will be that the critical region w be so chosen that this
protS'"ability P {X t w I Hr, J have a small value a chosen in advance. This number
a is termed the level of significance. Since the hypothesis H 0 does not specify
the common value, say X, of the n decay parameters (6), this create8 a certain
difficulty in selecting w. In fact, the critical region w must be what is termed
"similar" to the sample space with respect to the parameter X. Using (5) and
(6) the condition of similarity may be expressed by the identity
(7)

PIX

t

w

I Ho) =

n
n

>.•

(1 - e- H ;)

f exp{->. t

X;} dx,

; -1

w

... dx. =a.
).

t-1

Assume for the moment that the problem of similar regions is solved and
that we are able to construct effectively all the subsets w of X that satisfy condition (7). Let cf>(a:) denote the family of all such subsets. Our next step is to
define the particular subset, say w 0 , which will be selected for the actual test
of the hypothesis Ho . For this purpose we exercise our imagination in order to
define the particular way in which the hypothesis tested H 0 may be false.
In the present case two possibilities suggest themselves.
(i) A priori it may seem plausible that, if the decay parameter of a given
category of V-particles is not constant for all these particles, then it may vary
from one to another in a random manner, about some typical value. Thus we
come to the necessity of considering a new random variable, say A, of which
the decay constants X1 ~ X2 , • • • , >-.. of particles actually observed are particular
values. Nothing whatever is known regarding the probability law of A, but the
intuition suggests the possibility that it would be one with a probability density
and that the latter may be approximately represented by the Pearson Type III
curve, say
{8)

'
P.\ (x)

=

f3a

-fJ•

«-I

r(a:) x

for

e

O<x

where a and f3 are unknown positive constants. The expectation, say >., of A
and its coefficient of variation v are easily expressible in terms of a and {3 and
we have
{9)

a=

1

2"

v '

{3 =

1

-2·

hJI

The hypothesis tested H 0 is now expressible in tenns of the parameter v,
namely, Ho asserts that v = 0. As v--+ 0, the probability density (8) degenerates
.and the random variable A tends to a constant X. Figure 1 gives graphs of the
probability density (8) corresponding to a fixed value of >. = 0.271 and three
values of the coefficient variation v = 0.1, v = 0.2 and v = 0.3. The heavily
drawn vertical represents the common value >. of the expectation of A.
The particular value A = 0.271 was selected for illustration because it
represents the estimate fll] of the decay parameter obtained using data in
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Table I, on the &BBUID.ption that the 26 particles referred to in this table are &
sample of a homogeneoua clasa.
If the intuition of the physicist suggests that the decay para.meter of a
V-pe.rticle may be a random variable with a distribution approximated by one
of the curve6 in Figure 1, then he may choose to adjust his test of the hypothesis
H 0 so &B to be particularly sensitive to the deviations exemplified in Figure 1.
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On the &88Ulllption that the decay parameter of a particle is a random
variable following the density (8), the nontruncated probability deneity of the
time X of deca.y of a particle is given by
pr(x
(10)

I >., v)

=

-

1· ee-·· x /c~)
afJ"

(lj

+

z)•+I

=

,a-Je-

>.(1

+

81

dt

>.v 2 xr<i;.•+ii

where a and (J a.re connected with ). and v by means of formulae (9). The aesumptfon that 0 ~ X ~ T leads to the truncated form of the distribution,
namely
~'6·.

'
1--.

(11)

for

0

~

x

~

T.

---- --
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It lli obvious that, as v --+ 0, formula (11) converges to (5). Denote by
fit the set of hypotheses each assuming that ~the time d decay X ii a random
varia.ble following the probability density (11} wit.h BOme specified values of
> 0 &nd 11 > 0. In the following we shall deduce a tat of the hypothesis H 1
that will have an optimal property with respect to the set Oi of hypotheses
alternative to H.. . The corresponding critic.al region, satisfying the condition
of similarity, will be denoted by w1 •

>..

(ii) InsW&d of visualizing the pos.5ibility that each neutral V-particle has
a different value of the decay parameter varying continuously in a random
fashion a.bout a certain typical value X, the physicist may think of the possibility
that the particles which appear to be all of the same type can actually be divided
into two sharply different categories of which one Ui predominant. The particleai
of the predominant category are all characterized by a fixed value X1 of the
decay parameter. The particles of the secondary category are all characterized
by a fixed decay parameter X2 which, however, U. a substantial multiple p of the
first, A1 = p). 1 • The proportion of particles ol the secondary category, sa.y "'(,
is a small number. Using the letter A. to represent the average decay parameter
for all particles, we easily find

(12)

Xi = 1

+

(p -

x. -

lh '

1

+

p>..
(p -

th

Remembering that the decay parameter is the reciprocal of the average
time of the particle's life, it may be said that, in the case contemplated, all the
particles are split into two categories, of which the predominant one ie characterized by a reasonably long average life and the secondary by a short average life.
If the physici.Bt expects that the particles with which he has to deal combine
the predominant category with a small contamination by short-lived particles,
he may choose to select a test of the hypothesis H 0 against the set 0 1 of alternatives defined by equations (12) with X > 0, 'Y > 0 and with some specified value
of p, for example p = 5 or p = 10, etc. The hypothems tested Ho will be expressed by the condition 'Y = 0. On the assumption of two categories of particles,
the truncated probability density of the time of decay Xis given by, My,
(13)

•(x
Px

IX

'p, 'Y,

T)

= (l - 'Y)X1e-l••
l

-

(l

-

)

'Ye

+ 'YA~-l·•

-l,r

-

-ye

-i..r

for

where X1 and X2 are connected ''·ith X, p and 'Y by mea.Il8 of formulae (12).

8. Locally Be&t One-Sided Teau
In this section we define the concept of the locally best one-sided similar
test. For this purpose we detach ourselves from the consideration of the hypothesis H 0 of homogeneity of neutral V-particles and consider a general case of
an observable random variable Y known to p08SeeS a probability density

-

-

-- - -- -- - -
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Pr(Y I 1', I) depending upon 8
I parameters with unspecified values. One
parameter, fJ will be assumed to have a value t'J ~ t'Jr) . The totality of s ~ I other
parameters is symbolired by a single letter (} and it is assumed that 8 is known
to belong to some specified set (J t 8. We shall consider the hypothesis tested H
that asserts fJ =
Concerning the probability density of the variable Y it
·";:ill be assumed that, for all (J t 8, it is sufficiently regular to allow several
differentiations with respect to t'J under the sign of integral evaluated over an
arbitrary set w in the sample space.
In Section 7 we explained the concept of a region similar to the sample
space with respect to a given parameter. 1n the present section we shall consider
011ly regions w that are similar with respect to (), so that

. <!

~~:.

"o .

PI Y

(14)

t W

I 1'

= t'Jo)

= 1P}·(Y I t'J,i

, 8) dy

w

=

a

,.~

where a is a small preassigned number described as the level of significance.
Now con.sider consecutive derivatives of Pt X r w I t'J l with respect to t'J evaluated
at " = lJo . It is possible that the first of them will have the same value for all
th~ regions w satisfying (14).
Let k be the order of the first derivative of
P: X r w I tJ I evaluated at 1' = fJ 0 the value of which depends on the region w.
If the region w0 i.'il similar with respect to() so that the ident,ity
(14) i8 satisfied and in addition if, whatever be w satisfying ' 14 ) .
DEFINITION.

a"
(15)

~

CM" Pl X t

Wo

I "I

I

I,_.,•

ak
~ ;hl'k PIX

..

l

W

! tJ I i,; _" •

for every 8' 0, then we shall say that the region w 0 is the locally best one-sided
similar region for testing the hypothesis H against the set of alternative hyp~
theses " > flo and 8 t e.
In order to justify this terminology \ve considn the important concept of
the power function of a test first introduced in 1933 [13]. This latter term refers
to the probability PIX' 1D j tJ, Bl considered as a function, say fJ~t'F. of" while
I ie kept fixed. If w is adopted as the critical region for testing the hypothesis
H, then {J(fJ) represents the probability that the test will reject H in c&:ie@ where
" iB the true value of the parameter concerned. Oh'\iiously. when tJ > tJ 0 it is
de@irable to reject H just as frequently as possible. Thus, it is dP..sirable to use
that particular region w 0 for which, as " is increased from the initial value tJ 0 ,
that is, as the hypothesis H becomes more and more false, the power function
in1·reases faster than, or at I~ as fa.st as, that. corresponding to any other
similar region w.
Jf the probability density py(y I -b, 8) is sufficiently regular to permit k
differentiatiom ur1der the integral sign, then condition ( 15) can be rewritten
in the form

c·

(16)

J..

'{J(_y)pr(Y

I "o , 8)

dy

~

J.

l()(y)p.·(11 ! rJo , 8) dy,
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where (y) is defined for all y at which Pr(Y
(17)

'P ( Y) =

a•py(y.'..Leakj t'J, fJ)
vv

I "o

1'

/

1

9) does not vanish

'··
Pr\H

I"o

,

B) •

·-··

If k = 1, then ip(y) represents the logarithmic der~vative of the probability
density of Y.
Returning to the particular problem of testing the hypothesis H 0 that the
V-particles of a given class are homogeneous with respect to their decay parameter x, we notice that the search for the best one-sided similar test must be
split into two stages. First it is required to corn~truct a class, if possible the
complete class, say ¢>(a) of regions w that are similar to the SB.mple space with
respect to the decay parameter X assumed the same for all particles, but with an
unspecified numerical value. The second step consists in determining within
the class ¢>(a) the particular element w 0 , if it exists, which satisfie.s condition
(15).

9. Similar Regions for Testing Hypothe&u H 0
The concept and the first systematic studies of similar regions were published
in 1933 (13) and 1937 [14]. Of the further contributions those due to Lehmann
and Scheffe deserve particular attention. The general results published in
these papers [15, 16] imply that, if the observable random variables (X 1 , X 2 ,
· · ·, X,.) = X have the joint probability density asserted by the hypothesis
Ho, namely
(18)

for

0 ~

X;

::S

T; '

•-1
where T 1 , T 2 , • • • , T .. are given numbers, then a region win the sample space
must possess a particular structure in order to be similar with respect to X > 0.
Let s be a positive number not exceeding the limit
(19)

0 ~ s ~

.

LT;

= T*

(say).

Let 9::'(s) stand for the set of points in the sample space 9::' satisfying the condition
(20)

"
L
X;
•-I

=

8

and w(s) for a measurable subset of ~(s). Since S,. = L~- 1 X, i3 a sufficient
statistic for ">.., the coilditional probability that X r w(s) given that X a: 9::'(s), is
independent of">... Denote by w(s, a) a measurable subset of X(s) so chosen that
(21)

P{x r w(s, a) I ~ X;

=

s} = a.
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Then, for the region w to be similar with respect to.\, it i~ neces8ary and imfficien
that it be a union of subsets w(s, a)
(22)

U

w =

w(s. a .\

0 < • < T•

and that it be measurable.
It follows that the complete class <J>(a) of regions similar with respect to ;
can be obtained by constructing unions (22) of subsets w(s, a) subject to con
dition (21) and by eliminating those that are nonrneasurable.
In the following, it will be necessary to evaluate integrals taken over 1
similar region · w. Becauee of the particular strncture that this region muspossess, the handling of such integrals is exemplified by a transformation to l
new system of variables, say s and y = (y 1 , y 2 , • • • , y" _1) such that s is giver
by (18) and Y1 , y, , · · · , Yn-i are selected more or Jes.~ arbitrarily with th«
familiar regularity :restrictions. Let X*(s) and w*(s) stand for the images o:
X(s) and w(s, a), respectively, in the space of the new variables. Then, fo 1
every integrable function .f (x),

1

(23)

f(x) dx

=

1T• ds J
0

ti'

.f[x(y)] i J

I dy

v•(e)

wherP x(y) represents the vector function from (s , y) to x and
J =

(24)

X") .
Y2 • . . . ' Yn)

o(X1 , X2 , · · · ,

a(s I Y1

I

Heferring to condition (21) it can be Mid that w*(s) is an arbitrary
measurable subset of X*(s) subject to the condition that
(25)

{.,. ) P:i[x(y)]

I J I dy

= a

l.,,

P:i[x(y)] ! J
1

i dy

and that the union

w• -

<26)

U
O;i; •

w•(s)

:s r•

be measurable.

10. Locally Best One-Sided Similar Tests of the Hypothesi.{( H 0
Ja the following we shall deduce two similar regions W1 and 11·2 that are
one-8ided and locally best for testing the hypotl1esis /! 0 against the two sets of
alternatives n1 and n2 , respectiYely. For this purpose it will be ne<'essary for
us to 1·011sider the probability densities of the obseffable times of decay X 1 ,
X 2 , · · · • X .. as a family indexed by a single parameter tJ such that t'J = tJo
corre~pond:5 to the hypothesis tested H 0 and" > tJ 0 corresponds tc an alternati\·e
hypothesis.
Reviewing the two preceding sections, it will be seen that the problem of
detem1ining the locally beat similar region, say wn , re<luce8 to maximizing the

>.;

-

- - - - --
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integral in the left hand side of (16) with respect to all regions that have structure
(:26) and satisfy (25). But (16) inay now be rewritten in the form (23),
127)

i

r-

chi.•<•> ~x)p:1:(X I t1o , X) I J I dy,

where, for the sake of brevity, x stands for x(y). Now it i8 shown that in order
to select a similar region Ill8.ximizing the left hand side of (16), it is sufficient to
select, for es.ch 8 in the interval 0 < 8 :; r•, an n - 1 dimensional region wt(•)
satisfying (25) and maximizing the integrand
(28)

J..<•> ~x)px(x I "oX) I J I dy

in (27). This is easily accomplished by the application of the fundamente.1
lemma of theory of t.esting hypotheses. In fact, the maximizing region 100 (1)
is defined by the condition
cp(x) ~ a(s)

(29)

where a(s) is determined for each s so that
(30)

~~X)

?: a(s)

I ~ X, - B} - a.

Here the probability on the left is computed on the assumption that the hypothesis tested is true. It follows from (26) that the critica.I region sought is
defined by
(31)

As will be seen below, in the problem considered, A: - 1, 80 that ..,(x) is
simply the logarithmic derivative of the probability dell8ity Pz(X I "' X) with
respect to tJ, evaluated at" = t) 0 • It follows that the procedure for determining
the critical region sought reduces to the following steps:
(1) Compute the logarithmic derivative. 1P(x), substitute the random
variables X instead of x and deduce the conditional probability density of the
random variable,
(32)

y" a: 'l'(X)'

given that the random variable
(33)

s.

=

..
:Lxi

has assumed a specified value s.
(2) For each s determine a(s), so as to satisfy (30). Once the function
a(s) is determined, the application of the test consists in the rule of rejecting
H 0 whenever the observed values of X satisfy (31).
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After thi8 general description, we proceed to develop the tests against
the 8et8 of alternatives n1 and n, .
Considering first n1 , we return to formula (11) and identify the square of
the coefficient of variation, v2 , "\\ith the parameter r'J that appeared in the general
discussion above. Obviously fJo = 0.
The joint probability density of the n observable random variable
(X 1 , X,, · · · , X,.) = X all independent and each following the law (11), with an
appropriate value of T, is given by
(34)

Px(x

I X, v)

+

" X(l
Xv 2 x,)-' 1 1e•+i )
1 - (1
'A.v2T,)-1 1.•

[l

-=

+

0 ~

for

X; ~

i=l,2,··· , n.

T, '
2

DitJ'erentiating the logarithm of (34) with respect to v , and passing to the limit
M ti--+ 0,
(35)

'P(:s:) ·- C

+ X~

.
L

x~ ,

where C stands for a quantity independent of Xi , X2 , • • • , x .. .
Referring to (29) aiid (30) it is easy to see that the !ocally best similar
~on w1 for testing the hypothesis Ho against the alternatives n1 is defined
by, say
•
(36)
Y .. ·x~ ~ b1(L x,)

:E

_i•l

where the function b1 (s) is so 8elected that
P{Y. ~ b1(•) IS,.= s) =a.

(37)

In order to determine the critical region w 2 which is similar and locally
best for testing H 0 against the set of alternatives n2 we turn to (13) and write
down the joint probability density of the n observable ra.ndom variables

Xi , X 1

,

• • ·

,

X. ,

:1:
p1(

(38)

I~

1

p 'Y
1

1

T)
:o::::

n"
•- 1

(1 l

-

(l

')')'A.
-

1e

: >..,z ;

+ -y 'A. ~ - x•• ,

) - ).. ' T;

-y e

-

-ye

-

~ ,T;

with ). 1 and 'A. 1 given by (12), and identify the probability 'Y with the parameter
" th&t served in the general discussion of locally best similar test.4. Here {} 0 = 0.
The logarithmic derivative of {38) with respect to 'Y evaluated at 'Y = 0 is,
.

.p*(x) """ C

(39)

and it is
to (36),
<40)

8eell

+ (p

-

l)'A.

..
L

x,

.

+pL

e->..(,-I Jr•

that the critical region w2 is defined by the inequality, analogous

Z.

&

L•

•-1

f!-l<--ii.r, ~

b2(S,.)

- - - - -- - -

-
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where b2 (1) must be 80 determinoo that, for 0
tested,

I B.

PIZ .. ~ b,(s)

(41)

-

<

1 ~ 'r, and on the hypothesis

•l ""'

a.

It will be noticed that there is a very subst&ntiaJ difference between the
definition of region W1 and that of region w, . Since on the hypothesis H 0 the
conditional distribution, given S. = &, of any function of the obeervable variable
is independent of the unknown X, the function b1 (a) can be unambiguously
determine4 and then the application of the test baaed on w 1 is straight-forward:
the hypothesis Ho is rejected whenever the observed values of X 1 , X,, · · · , X.
satisfy the inequality (36). The situation is more complicated with the region
w2 • The rea..son is that the criterion
defined by (40) depends on the value
of X which is not specified by the hypothesis H, . Thus, strictly speaking, the
region w 1 cannot be used in practice. However, the difficulty may be approximately solved by substituting in (40) instead of Xits maximum likelihood estimate
A.. This estimate may be obtained numerically by solving the equation

z.

•

(42)

:""· + L
.-1 (T,

•

- X;) -

~
.-1

T

1 -

exp

i-1..T •-1 -

0.

The estimate A. is not only consistent but also sufficient and, therefore, as will
be shown in another publication, the criterion z. of (40) may be replaced by
the "working" criterion, say
(43)

Z! =-

L"

exp 1-~.. (p -

l)X, l

i-1

without any change in the asymptotic properties of the test.
The completion of the problem requires the evaluation of the two functions
b1 (8) and b,(8) so as to satisfy the conditions (37) and (41), respectively. Since
the values of T. , T1 , · · · , T .. are all different, this task is extremely laboriOUB
and, at least for purposes of the present paper, we shall adopt an approximate
method. This is based on the follov:i.ng facts, the detaila of which are reserved
for a separate publication. First we notice that, using the bivariate version of
the central limit theorem, as n -+ oo, the two pairs of variables (S. , Y.) and
(S,. , Z,.), properly normed, tend to be normally distributed with zero means,
unit variances and with easily computable correlations. Second, and this is
the more important circumstance, given the value of the normed variable S. ,
the conditional density of the normed Y. and the conditional density of the
normoo Z,. converge to the conditional density computed from the joint nonnal
limiting distribution of the corresponding pair.
Denote by v(a) the normal deviate defined by the condition
(44)

-1-

f..

V2; •(•)

e-1•12 dt =a.
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Fix a number .,. and, using an obvioUB notation, denote by s. the function of r
defined by
8,.(T) == E(S.. )

(45)

+

T<Ts • •

The results just quoted imply that, if the hypothesis tested is true, then,
for every.,.,
(46)

ll·m

~Y..

- E(Y.. ) - TRr.s.<Tr. > ( )
- I
2
= "a
ur. V l - Rr.s.

_.,

1
I

S '""'
,.

8.. ( T )} =

a.

It followe that, for large n, the function b1 [s,.(r)J may be replaced by, say
(4i)

c. .1(T)

- E(Y.)

+ TRr.s.ur. + v(a)uy. Vl -

R~.s •.

The region, say w 1 ( n), defined para.metrically by
S,. -= B.,(r),

(48)

Y ..

~

C... 1(r),

or explicitly by
(49)

Y .. - E(YJ

- I
uy. V

i

l - Rr.s.

_

R
T•

.s.

S.. - E(S.)

"'.>

:t

5:::

- I

vs. V l -

Rr.s.

v(a)

will then have, approximately, the same properties a.s the critical region w 1

z.

•

A

similarly defined region w 2 (n), with
replacing Y., in formula (49), may be
used instead of the region w, . When n is large and the hypothesis H 0 of uniformity of particle'3 happens to be true, both regions w1 (n) and "' 2 (n) will reject
this hypothesi8 with a small probability close to a. Because of t.he fact that S,.
is a rufficieut statistic for ~' the same conclusion will apply even though the
true value of thie para.meter appearing in the left hand side of z49) iB replaced
by t.
Now it is intere8ting to evaluate, approximately, the prubabilitie'3 that
these regioDB will reject H 0 when, in fact, this hypothesis is false and one of the
alternatives, either from set 0 1 or from the set n2 , happeil.I to be true. This
probability, a function of the alternative hypothesis on which it ie computed, is
called the power function of the test considered.
When one speaks of the approximate value of the probability, especially
if thift expression applies to a situation in which the number n of observations is
described as "large," one ha.s in mind a limit to which the probability in question
convergftl 8.8 n-+ ao. And here we come to a difficulty. If the testll contemplated
are any good, then, as n -+co while the hypothesis tested is fa.lee &.nd a fixed
alternative i@ true, the probability of rejecting the hypothet1is tMted will ·tend
to unity. This desirable property is described by the term "consistency."
While the consistency of a test is a very important property, one is interested
in finding something more inf onnative. A passage to the limit u n ---+co was
devised [17] in 1937 that permits the evaluation of the limiting form of the power

- - ·-

-
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function of a consistent test which may be considered ae an approximation to
the actual power corresponding to large values of•. Originally invented to apply
to the smooth test for goodness of fit, (later studied by David [18) e.nd exrended
by Scott [19] and by Barton [20}) the same method also served in determining
the limiting power function of the x' test by Eisenhart (21] and, subeequently,
in the study of more general problems by W a.ld [22]. Beca.Me d iUI wide range
of applicability, the method is described in some detail in the following section.

11. Limiting Power Function of Te$U Bued- on Sequence. of
Critical Region. fw 1 (n)} and {w,(n) J
Consider the general situation where the hypothesi@ tested H specifies a
value 80 of a parameter 8 involved in the probability law of the observable
random variables X.. while the alternative hypotheses a.saert 8 > 80 . Suppo8e
that for every number n of obaervatioDB we have selected a critical region w.
corresponding, at least approximately, to a fixed level of significance a, and
that the sequence Iw .. l of these critical regions determines a consistent test.
Let /3(8 I w.) stand for the probability that the test based on w. will reject H,
computed on the assumption that 8 is _the true value of the parameter considered.
This probability may well depend on the values of some other parameters unspecified by the hypothesis tested. However, we shall keep these v&lueti constant
and consider the changes of {3(8 I w,.) corresponding to the variation of 8 a.lone .

••

'·
FIG. 2.

Plau~ible

f"t11l

B'tn 1 l

'

graphs of the power function of a con11i11tent teBt.

Figure 2 represents plausible graphs of the power function fJ(8 j 10,.) corresponding to increasing values, n 1 < n 2 < n 3 • • • , of n. It will be seen that,
whatever the fixed value 8' > 80 of the parameter, as n -tee, the sequence
{f3(e' I w".) l tends to unity and the passage to the limit with 8' fixed provides
only trivial information regarding {3(9' I w.). Suppose that in an actual investi-
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gation we have n 1 observationB and that 8' is the value of the parameter for
which an approxirwi.te value of the power iB sought. Upon inspecting Figure 2,
it will be seen that there exists a sequence of values of 8, say I 8'(n)} such that
(50)

P( 8'(n)

l w.. ) =

f3( fJ'

I w,..)

and that this sequence converges to 80 • The exact nature of this sequence is,
of course, unknown. However, in seeking an approximate value of {J(B' I te• .)
it is natural to try to approximate this sequence and, on a number of occasions,
the sequence 180 + (B' - 80 ) ~l appears to be useful. In fact, it often
appears p08Sible to prove that the limit
(51)

+ (8'

lim P[Bo

·-·

-

80 ) ~

I w,.,] =

{3"'(8' \ w.,)

exists and is easily computed. Once this limit is computed, it may be used to
provide an approximation to the actual value of {3(fJ' I w,,,).
In relation to the two sequences fw 1 (n) l and lw 2 (n) l of critical regions
defined in the preceding eection, the method just described is applied as follows.
In ~ch of the two cases (i.e. for sequences Iw1 (n)} and Iw2 (n) I), the probability
that the hypothesi.11 H 0 is rejected coincides with the probability that an expression of the form (49) exceeds the fixed limit 11(a). In both cases the express.ion in question involves two sums of independent random variables,
(Y. , 8.) in one caae and (Z .. , S.) in the other. Generalizing, we will consider
two SUlll8 of random variables
(52)

•

u. - L: u,

·-·

and
(53)

to correspond to S.,.,

•

to correspond to either Y,. or Z,. .

v. - L: "'

We shall aasume that on every admissible hypothesis the pairs of variables
lu; , v;} are independent, that the variables themselves have bounded variances
which are bounded away from r.ero, and that otherwise they satisfy the conditions of the bivariate version of the central limit theorem. Denote by£; and
"· the expectation~ of u, and v, , respectively, as determined by the hypothesis
tested H. Consider a sequence Ih. l of alternative hypotheses such that, as n

+ ~ + 0(1/ V;;)

E(u;

I h..)

=

E(v,

I h..)

= 'I;+

t;

= t.(n)

(say)'

(54)
6_r
j;;
+ 0(1/vn)

=

,,;(n).

_ Fina.Hy 888ume that, as n ...__. m , the variances and the con variA.nces of u,
and v, computed on h,. converge to their values corresponding to H. Let ut.(h ),
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u~.(h) and tTu.v.(h) denote the variances and the covariances of. the 8UIIl8 U.

and V,. computed rmder any hypothesis h. Then, under the &8BUIDptions made,
as n -+co, the variances CT~.(h..) and tT~.(h,.) are of order of magnitude of n and
the rs.ti~
cr~.(hJ
CT~,(H) '

tT~.(h .. )
11~.(H) '

(55)

t1u,v,(h,.)
tTu,v,(H)

converge to unity. Now form the expression W. analogous to that in the left
hand side of (49),

•

•

v. - L: ,,j
W,,

(56)

R u. "•(II)

;-1

-

---_--;::
1==:::::2= = -

tTv.(H)

V

1 - Ru.v.(H)

u. - L: ~,
'1u.

_J
V

1-1

t

1 - Ru,v.

(H) '

and consider the probabilities that W,. ~ .,(a). It will be seen that, on the &&sumption that H is true, W,. may be presented in the form of a normed sum of
independent random variables satisfying the conditions of the central limit
theorem. Thus, on the hypothesis H, the probability that W. ~ P(a) converges
to a.
In order to determine the limit of the probability P{W. ~ v{a) I h,,} we
notice that the expression of W,. may be rewritten ae
(57)

where

W ..
t,.

tends to zero a!3 n

-+ co

=

W~

+ G. + "·

and

..

(58)

w: -

(59)

v .. - L: ,,;(n)
•-1
v'
2
uv.(H)l - Ru.. v.(H)
G,. = {:, - Ru.v.

R

(H)
U,V,

-

!:} /

u .. v'
'1u.(H)l

Vl - R~.v.

.:E

~;(")

,_1
j

- Ru.v.(H)

I

·

Here ~ and lJ represent the arithmetic means of the ~. and the a, , respectively.
The other two new symbols u, and u,. are defined so that their squares are equal
to the arithmetic means of the variances of U1 , u 2 , • • • , u. and of 111 , v,, · · · , v. ,
respectively.
It will be realized that in dealing with W! under the corresponding hypothesis h,. , we are faced with a sequence {W! I of normed sums of independent
random variables satisfying the conditions of the central limit theorem. It
follows that
(60)

lim (Pl W,.

~ v(a) !h.. }

- P{

w:

~ v(a) -

G,.}) - 0

and, finally,
(61)

lim
•-•

(Pl W,. ~ v(a)

I h.,.} - _ ~
V

21r

J'"'
•(e1J-O,

e_,.,,

dt) =

0.
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Coneequently, an approximate value of the power function of an asymptotic
teat baaed on the criterion W. can be obtained from the tables of the normal
integral aa follows. We compute G. , subtract it from a-{a) and read from tM
table the value of the probability that the normed variable, with expectation
zero and vari&nce unity, will exceed the difference 11{a) - G. . This probability
i.8, then, the &Bymptotic value of the power function sought. Thus, the whole
problem reduces to the calculation of G•..
Suppose we contemplate a particular number n, of observatiOll8 on V; and
v, for which all the necessary computations have been performed, and &180 a
particular value 81 > 10 of the pa.rs.meter under test for which the approximate
value of the power function is d{'Jjired. Primarily, we shall be interested in th.ii
power corresponding to the number of observations av.Ulable, that is, n 1 • How·
ever, in many ea.see it is intere8ti.ng to inquire what the power would have been
cl the test if, instead of. ?l1 we had 80llle other number n of observations, perhape .
twice 88 many, and so forth. Since the answer dependB not only on n but also
on the meana, variances and covariances of the pairs (u; , 11,) to he observed,
it 8e8llUI natur.,I to 11tudy the situation on the ~ption that these means,
variances and oovari&ncee will have the B&IDe average values 88 in the given set
of n.1 ob8ervationa.
We corurider the hypothesis specifying 8 = 8 1 &B an element of an infinite
&equence {h,.t, with h... &saerting that I -= 6. , where

I. - I.,+

(62)

(8 1

-

Bo)~·

With reference to (54), this means 8etting
,, _ aE(ui
(63)

I I)

81

(B 1 _

.J'

·-··

Ali a result, the value G., corresponding to n = n 1 and to the specified value
11 > le , ia, •Y,
(64)

G.,(tli) -

~ (11

-

{_,

Be) }. - Ru.r.

.tl/
i:J Vl -

where (and 1' repreeent, respectively, the arithmetic

i' _ _!_
(65)

"1

me&M

R~.r.
of the· derivative.!

:E iJE(u,!I)
I ,
iJI
1-1

1-1.

In order to obtain the value <l G.(11 ) corresponding to the same 81 and to
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the same average propertiee of the u, and .,, , but to '&D arbitra.ry value of n, it is
sufficient to substitute thit. n into (64) for
Returning to the discUBSion of the sequence11 of critical regioDB {w 1 (n)} and
l w:,(n) l devised for testing the hypothesis of homogeneity ol the neutral
Tl-particles against the sets of alternative.a 0 1 and ~ , respectively, we see that
the calculation of the asymptotic power functions involves the following.
(a) The evaluation, on the hypothesis tested, H 0 ri the expectations
of the variances and of the covariancef! of the pairs (X, , X~) and (X; ,
exp 1-;\(p - 1) X; j).
(b) The evaluation of the expectations of the three variable.J concerned,
x; , x~ and exp I - >. (p - 1) x; l on the appropriate alternative hypothe8e8,
and of the derivatives of these expectations with respect to the para.meter
concerned, either v2 or 'Y· The values of the derivatives needed are those at
v = 0 and "Y = 0.
The computations are tedious but routine and we shall limit ourselves to
several formulae for the various expectations. We have

"i .

(66)

E(X ..
t

I H)0 =

"•(1
I\

m.!
(1 - e-u, ~ (>..T,),.) for m - 0 1 2 · · · •
.l...J
kl•
I I I
e ->.T;)
r.-o

-

Using this formula it is easy to compute the expectations ol X; and
variances and their covariance,
(67)

[l

+ m(p -

X! , their

1))(1 - e-u,) '

(68)

Formulae (67) and (68) combined with (66) provide the expectations, the
variances and the covariance of the pa.ir (X; , exp { - ).(p - 1) X; I). On the
alternative hypotheses, we need only the expectation11 of (Xi , X!), based on
(11) and of X; and exp 1- X(p - 1) X; I, based on (13). We have the recurrence
formula,
(69) E(X ..

I x, v2,

T) =

1
1 -

mv

2

{1:1 E(x--• I x, 112, T)
I\

-

(1

+

.r·.

•

},

Xv T) 1 ' ..,... 1

which oolves the problem for the first pair of variables. For the second pair of
variables, we have
E(X

Ix,

p, ")',

T)

1 -

(70)
~

A1

'Y

[l -

e->.,T(l

+ X1T)]-.

2 [1 - e->..T(l
X2

+ >-2T)]

~~~~~~~~~~~~-=-~~~~~~~~

1 -

->.,T
-ye-t.,r
(1 --y )e

r
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where ). 1 and ). 2 are connected with ). and 'Y by means of formulae (12). Also

{7 l) E(c-).<,-1>x

I>.

T) ,.,. P

P
1

,"'(,

+ 2p -

1+

(p -

'Y

2

1) 'Y
1 -

1

+\(p -

[1 - exp{-).
(1

P

1

+

-

(p -

) -l,T
-).
--ye
--ye

0

l)lh T}]
2

+ (p

'Y

T

exp{->. 2p; ~ t ~·!;:;. !)'}]

I)' [1 1 - (1 - -y)e-).' T

-

-ye-.... T

12. Some Numerical Results Relating to the Data in Tabl.e I
In this section we give the numerical results of the application of the above
theory to the data exhibited in Table I. I am indebted to Miss Mandakini J.
Sane for deducing formulae leading to the final expressions of the test criterion
W,. of formula (56) and to the expression of G. of formula (64). Numerical com1-0

1·0

-:-

'

-..c

ii:

•

I

·•
4

4

2

Flo. 3. Aeymptotic power function of the test of the hypothem Ho ap.inst ~ alternative
0 1 • Quanuty mea11ured on the hori.ontal axie ii! 11, the coefficient of variation of A.
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putations were performed m05tly by Mrs. Jeanne Lovasich. I am very grateful
to both Miss Sane and Mrs. Lovasich for their friendly help.
The values of the test criteria W. , computed separately for the set of
alt.ematives 0 1 , as in (49), and separately for the set of alternatives 0,, from an
analogous formula, v.--ith p = 10, are, say,
W2.(01) = -0.7605

(72)

WH(O,) == 0.3754

respectively: Remembering that, if the hypothesis tested is true, then these
numbers are particular values of random variables with zero mea.nsand having
an approximately normal distribution with unit variance, and also remembering
that v(.05) = 1.645, it is seen that the data of Table I do not indicate the rejection of the hypothesis that the particles concerned are a sample from a
homogeneous class.
Figures 3 and 4 give the graphs of the asymptotic power functions of the
1·0

-•

~

,.::

'

'
,.:

·8

·I

·Z

0

.,.
Fw. 4. Aliymptotio power function of the test of the bypothesie H • ag&inet the ahernative
Quantity measured on the horizonta 1axis ie ..,, the proportion of ahortr-lived particles
in the claas.
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two tests, corresponding to the level of significance a = 0.05. 1n Figure 3 the
power is pJotted against v, the coefficient of variation of the value of the decay
eonBtant A, supposed to vary from one particle to the next in accordance with
the density (8). In Figure 4, the independent variable is')', the proportion of
abort-lived particles supposed to be mixed with a predominant type of particles
with longer life. In each case there are four curves. One of them, the lowest,
corresponds to the amount of data actually available, with n 1 = 26 particles.
The three others correspond ton = 100, 200 and n = 1000 and are meant to
iJluatra.te the situation which would prevail if the experimental results were
1JUbstantially richer. It is seen that, in both cases, the values of the power of the
Wlsta, corresponding to moderate but significant deviations from the hypotheses
ol homogeneity, a.re very small. In fa.ct, should one of the hypotheses of the set
0 1 be true with the coefficient of variation v equal to as much a.s fifty per cent,
with the available amount of data, the chance of detecting that the hypothesis
<4 homogeneity is at all false would be only 0.067 !
Referring to Figure !, which exhibits the probability densities of A corresponding to v = 0.1, " - 0.2 and 11 = 0.3, one is inclined to wonder how it could
happen that a statistical OOst. especially designed to be sew~itive to detect this
kjnd of vari&bility of A couJd be as ineffective as shown in Figure 3. The answer
to this question i8 that the test discuued does not deal directly with the variation
ol A (since this is unobeervable) but with that of the observable random variables
X 1 , X 1 , • • • , X.. The probability density of any one such variable, computed
on the 8.88umption that the decay parameter of a particle is not constant but
Y&ries from one particJe to the next, with densities exhibited in Figure 1, is
given by formula (11). Figure 5 gives plots of this density corresponding t-0
several values of the coefficient of variation v including v = 0. It is seen that,
if the variability of the decay para.meter is as much a.a 30 percent, the resulting
change in the density of the observable X is of the order of magnitude of a
"gnat"I eyel&8h." This gives an intuitive explanation why any lack of hom<r
geneity of V-particles it! so difficult to detect.

13. Does the Failure of a Te5t to Reject the Hypot~is TeAted
Corutitute a Confirmatwn of This HypothesU?
In connection with the above numerical results it may be useful to return
to the general discUBSion of principles outlined in the first pa.rt of the prese11 t
pe.per. Specifically, I am concerned with the tenn "degree of confirmation .,
introduced by Carnap. More specifically, I am interested in the connotations
that this tenn is likely to suggest, irrespective of Professor Carnap's definitio1 1.
We have seen that the application of the locally best one-sided test to th"
data of Table I failed to reject the hypothesis that the 26 particles concerrn-.l
come from a cl&ss that is homogeneolll! with respect to the decay pa.ramet.er .
'I1le que!tion ie: does this result "confin:n" the hypothesiti that the particular
clB.SB of particles its actually homogeneous? Thi8 question is pertinent because
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in some sections of scientific literature the prevailing attitude is to consider
that once a test, deemed to be reliable, fails to reject the hypothesis tested, then
this meaIUI that the hypothe-sis is "conG.nned."
The &nBwer to the question depends very much on the exact meaning given
to the words "confirmation," "confidence," etc. If one ueee these words to
describe one's intuitive feeling of confidence in the hypothesis tested H,, , then
Figuree 3 and 4 show that the attitude described is dangeTOU.8. Ju we emphasized
a few lines above, the chance of detecting the pre-senoe of variability in the decay
parameter, when only 26 observations are available, is extremely slim, even if
the variation is considerable. Therefore, the failure of the test tQ reject H 0 cannot
be reasonably considered as anything like a confirmation of H,, . The situation
would have been radically different if the power function corresponding to" -= 0.1
were, for example, greater than 0.95.
The general conclusion is that it lit a little rash to base one's intuitive
.confidence in a given hypothesis on the fact that a test failed to reject this
hypothesis. A more cautious attitude would be to form one's intuitive opinion
only after studying the power function of the test applied.
However, the vague terms "confirmation" and "confidence" may be used
to describe the choice of action of the physicist concerned with the classification
of the V-particlee. It will be remembered that Part II of this paper began with
the contemplation of what course of action the physicist should chooee. Clearly,
however strong the temptation may be, he should refra.in from any announcement of discovery that the decay parameter of the ¥-particles ie not constant.
Also, it is quite apparent that attemptll at diBcovering variability in the decay
constant, using data of the kind exhibiW in Table I, shoUld be postponed until
.such time as further observations will accumulate substantially more data.
Finally, if it is necessary to use the probability density of the decay time X in
.Borne further theoretical work, there i8 nothing against u.s,ing the form aseerted
by the hypothesis tesW Ho which Ui much simpler than : thoee &SSerted by the
.alternatives. This does not mean any sort of belief in the hypothesis of homogeneity, but merely refiect.s the conclusioo drawn from the power functions in
Figures 3 and 4 and of the comparison in Figure 5, t.o the general effect that,
with moderate amounts of observations, it makes very little difference whether
H 0 or one of the alternatives contemplated is true.

14. Recent Tremb in the Theory of Statutica
A sympofilum paper, particularly a paper on statistics presented at a
on applied mathematics cannot be considered complete without at
le.ast a cursory glance at the current development.s in our discipline. There are
many and they are important. However, because of the already considerable
..size of the paper, they must be treated in telegraphic style with unavoidable but
regrettable omissions. Of the papers written with reference to a given direction
or by a particular distinguished author, only a sample of one or two are mentioned.
~ymposium
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Flo. 5. Graphs~of the probability density of the observable decay time under the hypothesia
tested He and under one of the alterrui.tivea in the !et O 1 •

After a start, s0me twenty years a.go, from the siulpleat problems of testing
Btatistical hypotheses and through the theory of interval estimation, the modem
theory of statistics is concerned with substantially brooder and more difficult
multidecision problems. Also, along with fixed sample problems, we are now
concerned with sequential problemt1, in which the size of the sample is a random
variable. In all this, the influence of. the talent of the late Professor Abraham
Wald [23, 24] i8 likely to be felt for more than a generation. The mOf!t important
representative of the Wald school appears to be \Volfowitz [25]. A remarkable
exposition of further developments was recently given by Blackwell and Girshick
[26). Severa.I new pathfinding papers are due to Stein [27]. A special aspect of
the multidecision problem received a most satisfactory treatment by Scheff~
[28) and Tukey [29]. A fundamental pa.per by Tukey is still in preparation. The
ideas originated in these publications are likely to generate a substantial literature
of which we mention the contribution of Roy and Bose [30].
A particular development in the theory of statistics is conrerned with
multivariate &n&lys.is of nonn&lly distributed correlated variables. Here the
cootributionB of Hotelling [31}, C. R. Rao [32] and T. W. Anderson [33], are of
considerable importance.
A new direction of study, already counting many contributions by a number
of authors, Wa@ started by the pa.per by Robbins and Monro [34). The problem
is a sequential experiment which will generate a stochastic process converging
to an unknown number, such u a root of an equation.
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Nonparametric tests form an important direction of modem statiBtical
theory. In this domain, the contributions of Hoeffding, and Lehmann are very
Yaluable. We will mention papers [35] and [36).
A separate and quite new direction of ~tudy is tbe problem of statistical
inference in relation to stochastic proceBSeS. The pioneer work is due to Grenander [37] and Rosenblatt [38].
·
The comparison of the above literature with the general tone of twenty
years ago suggests that the present stage of development of mathematical
statistics may be compared with what happened in an&lysi.s after the appearance
of 'Veierstrass. The prevailing tendency . is directed towards much greater
precision than was ever contemplated. Also, a number of contributions are
given to the analysis of the basic concepts and to abolishing established routine
of thought. In this connection we mention the papers by Ba.rankin and Gurland
[39], Hammersley [40], by J. L . Hodges, Jr. [41) by LeCe.m {42] and by Sverdrup
[43].

Lastly, one should mention several series of papers on the fringes of
theoretical statistics proper, directly concerned with stochastic models of various
natural phenomena. Important contributions to the methodology of estimating
biological populations are due to Chapman [44]. Two papers concerned with
medical tests must be mentioned, one by Chiang [45) and an older one by
Muench [46]. Important developments concerned specifically with bioassay,
but having a much more general theoretical significance are due to Berkson
[47). Miss Fix has contributed to theory of follow-up studies of patients [48).
~1iss Bates dealt similarly with the problem of contagion in accidents [49].
Interesting contributions to the statistical theory of learning are due to Bush
and Mosteller [50]. Finally, there is a series of papers of Scott and Shane, with
the participation of the present writer, published in nonstatistical journals and
given to the problem of the spatial distribution of galaxiee. The ultimate aim
is to find evidence for deciding whether our unive~ is expanding or not. The
two basic papers of this series are [51] and [52]. The most recent contribution
[53] connected with this series, due to McVittie, represents an application to the
same problem of kinematical and general relativity.
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